
[To the Readers (The Truth Seekers) - This is NOT a Conspiracy Theory, the 

Government-Media Version is!] 
KOLKI BOOK REVIEWS 

9/11 Truth Smoking Guns – From the author of “Poems by Kolki – 

Absolutely Humane”, “Real Path To 9 11 & “Sayings of Kolki” [See also 9/11 

Scholars Forum - New Book: 9/11 TRUTH: SMOKING GUNS by Deepak Sarkar] 

The Book is now also available as E-Book as well: Download 
9/11 Was A Well-Scripted Military 
Coup Hijacking Airliners 
Remotely Coordinating 
Neoconians At All Levels of 
Government and Key Private 
Investors and Decision Makers 
With Strong Ties To Military, Oil 
& Defence Industry, who have 
been vouching and waiting for 
the “New Pearl Harbour” as 
depicted in the Neoconian 
dossier “The Project of the New 

American Century (PNAC)” for US/NATO evangelic world supremacy in 

peace time. There were no physical hijackers*; remotely Hijacked 
Airplanes Flew as Drones to GPS Controlled Precisely 
Programmed Targets disabling pilot‟s abilities and 
communications with the ground control facilities! All 9/11 Flights 

were delayed for the convenience of Remote Hijacking during Doomsday 
Military Exercises running War Games from Pentagon and National 
Reconnaissance Office (NRO), Chantilly VA, with scenarios designed by Crisis 
Action Team (CAT) that included Hijacked Airplanes hitting The World Trade 
Centre and The Pentagon. In fact, 9/11/2001 military script was an enhanced 
version of the 1962 military script ―Operation Northwoods‖ submitted to then 
President Kennedy to inflict mass casualty inside USA as a pretext to blame and 
attack Cuba which Kennedy rejected before assassination.   

 

“When we say we will never forget, we mean what we say” 
 

"If the United States ever experiences an attempt at a coup to overthrow 
the government, it will come from the CIA. The agency represents a 
tremendous power$$ and total unaccountability to anyone." --JFK (John F. 
Kennedy, 35th President of USA, assassinated on Nov 23, 1963) 
$$- CIA‟s black budget is almost equal to UK‟s Defense Budget? 
 
Historically CIA is a covert extension of UK‟s MI6 after WWII to re-annex USA and so is 
Pakistan‟s ISI to work outside British accountability for the United Monarchical colonial 
advantage against democratic free world! (A Timeline of CIA Atrocities) 
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How Active and Vigilant were US Military Before & On 9/11 for 
the Success of the Coup Hijacking Boeing Jets Remotely to hit 

(D)GPS Controlled Targets Precisely using FAA installed WAAS and 
LAAS technology? 

http://www.kolki.com/peace/Army-Inaction.htm  

 The first sign of remote hijacking was: 
 

When the pilots of Flight 175 told ground control, “We heard a suspicious 

transmission on our departure out of Boston. Someone keyed the mic and 

said, „Everyone stay in your seats.‟ It cut out.” [Guardian, 10/17/01; 

Newsday, 9/10/02; New York Times, 10/16/01]  That was testing from remote 

hijackers confirming they can takeover primary channel along with the cockpit 

microphone. The very fact that all hijacked airplanes lost transponders 

before any of the pilots could press “We have been Hijacked” to inform 

ground control only emphasizes the point that all 9/11 planes were hijacked 

remotely. Since NORAD didn‘t scramble fighter jets immediately following 

standard procedures knowing the planes flying without transponders further 

emphasizes that the hijackings were inside jobs. Total military inactions 

during the whole saga for about two (2) hours despite being at the highest 

state of alert, rather their efforts to confuse and distract Air Traffic 

Controllers, failure to protect Pentagon and prompt rescue from WTC and 

Pentagon, as well as shooting down of Flight 93 merely highlight the well 

planned meticulously coordinated military coup in broad daylight. That is why 

FBI, that protected alleged mastermind Zacarias Moussaoui‟s belongings from 

searching before 9/11, took over the Pentagon military crime scene violating 

the military oath to save comrades with utmost urgency during emergency 

whenever and wherever necessary.       
 

Did You Know on September 10, 2001, Then President George 
Bush Jr., Guarded his Resort in Florida Against Possible Military 

Attack, Yet Kept Citizens in the Dark? 
http://www.kolki.com/peace/9-11-Bush-Guarded-Resort-Against-Military-

Attack.htm 
 

Symbolically 9/11 was militarily re-annexing++ of USA by Britain, following 
Cecil Rhodes methodology, because the selected Flights which acted as 
missiles were originated from New England (The Tea Party State), New Jersey 
(Loyalist) and Virginia (The Confederate)! Also shooting down Flight 93 over 
Stony Creek, Pennsylvania (The Liberty State) is symbolic British Victory over 
America. Before 9/11, CIA (derivative of MI6 after WW II) had tested remote 
controlled Drones to hunt Bin Laden, Global Hawk made a voyage to 
Australia from California without a Pilot, and Boeing 737, 757, 767 were 
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tested for remote landing by both NASA and Boeing‟s military wing. So, 
there is no surprise, the technology has been there, all it needed the 
willingness of the higher ups within military and pertinent Government 
Agencies. The audio sounds like ―We have some Planes, nobody moves‖ and the 
cell phone calls were all part of the script already rehearsed during pre 9/11 
drills. All the 9/11 Hijacked Airplanes flew over numerous military bases 
without interceptions. The entire Navy Seal was destroyed at the Pentagon 
and the Lieutenant General Timothy J. Maude (Golden Gate University 
Alumni) who was working very hard to unite the Army as one. The FBI Special 
Agent in Charge, John O‟Neil, who was working hard to expose real Al-Qaeda 
behind 1993 World Trade Center bombing, 1996 Khobar Towers bombing in 
Saudi Arabia and the 2000 USS Cole bombing in Yemen, also died at the WTC on 
9/11. Interestingly then New York Mayor Rudolf Giuliani was awarded the 
British Knighthood for his role throughout 9/11 who was also incidentally 
present very close to the first London Subway Explosion! BBC‟s repeated 
broadcasting of the collapse of WTC7 before it actually collapsed and new 
owner Larry Silverstein‘s immediate instruction over cell phone to ‗Pull it 
down‘ suggests BBC was part of 9/11 script. 9/11 wasn‟t an isolated incident, 
British and US troops were already exercising with massive number of armies 
along with unprecedented troops manoeuvring around the world since World 
War II ignoring Citizens, including men and women in uniform, under debris 
suffering to be rescued at the World Trade Center and Pentagon.  That's why 
most members of both Senate and Congress were opposed to any public 
investigation even for Anthrax sent to Democratic Senators who were 
preparing for normal investigative process.  That's why Obama administration 
couldn't close Gestapo "Guantanamo Bay" and bring the suspects to open 
justice. That's why "Statue of Liberty" was closed following 9/11 for renovation 
re-writing history of American Independence deifying British Settlers. 2.3 
Trillion Missing Pentagon Funds (as Royalty?) was never investigated and the 
Homeland Security Department consolidating most of its Washington-based 
facilities on the campus of the former St. Elizabeth‟s hospital. Loyal Private 
Mercenaries like Blackwater became above Congress and US Military 
maintaining huge presence in Iraq with immunity even after formal withdrawal 
by the Obama administration. BBC was part of the 9/11 script predicting 
repeatedly the collapse of the WTC Building 7 before it's implosion by the new 
owner. French State Louisiana was punished ignoring Hurricane Katrina 
related devastation and victims. Even, it can be assumed, the Deepwater 
Horizon explosion under British Petroleum as deliberate to keep USA dependent 
on Foreign oil thereby justifying US Tax Payer‘s paid military arrogance for the 
convenience of the United Monarchial alliance!  
 

―A sophisticated false-flag operation like 9-11 has an organizational 
structure with three basic levels:  architectural, operational, and 
working.  Atta and the 19 Arabs blamed as the hijackers of 9-11 
were part of the working level, and were simply part of the 
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deception.  That is, after all, how false-flag terror works.‖ - 

Andreas von Buelow, the former head of the parliamentary commission 

that oversaw the German intelligence agencies. 
 

The irony is that American Tax Payers Paid UK Based Most 
Sophisticated High-Tech Global Surveillance Program Echelon Was 
Used for 9/11 False Flag Operation, Disinformation, Framing Up and 
Cover Ups. 
 

"If our government had merely [done] nothing, and I say that as an 
old interceptor pilot—I know the drill, I know what it takes, I know 
how long it takes, I know what the procedures are, I know what 
they were, and I know what they‘ve changed them to—if our 
government had merely done nothing, and allowed normal 
procedures to happen on that morning of 9/11, the Twin Towers 
would still be standing and thousands of dead Americans would still 
be alive. [T]hat is treason!"  Col. Dr. Robert Bowman 
 

Ever wondered why no Superman, Batman, or Spiderman came to 
rescue World Trade Center and Pentagon on 9/11? Once one 
reads the book, it would be obvious that they couldn‟t see the 
enemy within and was probably submerged in reading fiction like 
Harry Potter. 
 

Excerpts from the Book/E-Book “Real Path To 9 11”, ISBN: 978-1-4251-5167-6 / 

978-1-4251-5168-3, Published from Trafford Publishing (March 2010): 
 

―Creating Tomorrow‘s Dominant Force - the process of 
transformation, even if it brings revolutionary change, is likely to 
be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event 
like a New Pearl Harbour‖.  
Signatories – [Donald Rumsfeld, Vin Weber, George Weigel, Paul Wolfowitz, Elliott 

Abrams, Gary Bauer,  William J. Bennett, Jeb Bush, Dick Cheney, Eliot A. Cohen, Midge 
Decter, Paula Dobriansky, Steve Forbes, Aaron Friedberg,     Francis Fukuyama, Frank 
Gaffney, Fred C. Ikle, Donald Kagan, Zalmay Khalilzad, I. Lewis Libby, Norman 
Podhoretz,  Dan Quayle, Peter W. Rodman, Stephen P. Rosen, Henry S. Rowen ] 

 

Here is how they implemented “New Pearl Harbour” blaming 
Virtual Bin Laden with concerted media voice: 
 

 • Why NORAD hijacking protocol was changed before 9/11 especially 
sending the new responsible coordinator Mike  
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            Canavan to Puerto Rico without back up? 
[http://www.kolki.com/peace/NORAD-Hijacking-Protocol.htm]   

 

 The most important Government Action which led to the success of the 
9/11 destruction inside USA was the change in NORAD  
          hijacking protocol  before 9/11: Per 1st Air Force's own book about 
9/11, the “sector commander [at NEADS] would have  
          authority to scramble the airplanes.”). But, 
 

Protocols in place on 9/11 stated that if the FAA needed the military 
to go after an airplane, ―the escort service will be requested by the 
FAA hijack coordinator by direct contact with the National Military 
Command Center (NMCC).‖ But the FAA hijack coordinator, Mike 

Canavan, was silent in Puerto Rico without backup. [Smoking Gun] 
 

 • Why US military and NORAD preponed scheduled yearly Military Exercises 
(Practice Armageddon, Global Guardian, Vigilant  
            Warrior, Amalgam Warrior and Vigilant Guardian – running war games 
including airliner crashing) from October 22-31, 2001,  
            to the week of September 11, 2001? [Smoking Gun] 
 

 • Why Vice President Dick Cheney would order Flight 77 to hit Pentagon as 
per then Transportation Secretary Norman Mineta‟s  
    testimony:  

"During the time that the airplane was coming into the 
Pentagon, there was a young man who would come in and said to the 
Vice President, 'the plane is 50 miles out, the plane is 30 miles out.' 

And when it got to 'the plane is 10 miles out," the young man also said 
to the Vice President, 'Do the orders still stand?' And the Vice 

President...said, 'Of course the orders still stand. Have you heard 
anything to the contrary?". [Smoking Gun] 

 

 Standard order was to shoot down any non-military aircraft entering the 
―Prohibited‖ airspace over Washington, in which  
         ―Civilian flying is prohibited at all times‖ (―Pilots Notified of Restricted 
Airspace; Violators Face Military Action,‖ FAA Press  
         Release, September 28, 2001). (Note. Yet no military action was taken 
to evacuate and save Pentagon!) 
 

• Why Vice President Dick Cheney warned President Bush that hijackers had 
access to the transponder of Air Force One  

   suggesting hijackers were capable of remote hijacking even Air Force 
One? 
  

 • Why then Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld would say in Iraq ―…the 
people who attacked the United States in New York,  
            shot down the plane over Pennsylvania and attacked the 
Pentagon….‖? 
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 • Why 9/11 Commission Report would stress Flight 93 crashed when 
Donald Rumsfeld, President and Vice President stated  
            clearly that it was shot down? 

"Well, I discussed it with the president. Are we prepared to order our 
aircraft to shoot down these airliners that have been hijacked? He said 

yes...  I--it was my advice. It was his decision."(Vice President Dick 
Cheney, September 11, 2001, source CBS News Archives) 

 

"That's a sobering moment, to order your own combat aircraft to shoot 
down your own civilian aircraft. But it was an easy decision to make, 

given the--given the fact that we had learned that a commercial aircraft 
was being used as a weapon. I say easy decision. It was--I didn't hesitate; 

let me put it to you that way. I knew what had to be done."(President 
George W. Bush, September 11, 2001, source CBS News Archives) 

 

 • How and why Cessna trained box cutter armed hijackers would hit 

Pentagon precisely destroying the newly refurbished Navy  
            Command Center (NCC) capable of intelligence gathering similar to 
NSA, the Army Budget Office having books of $2.3  
            trillion missing from Pentagon and US Army‟s Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Personnel?  
 

 • Why FBI higher ups tried so desperately before 9/11 to stop fellow FBI 
Agents from searching suspected Al-Qaeda  
            Zakarias Moussaoui‟s laptop, yet charged him for masterminding 9/11 

afterwards? (Note. A simple pre 9/11 search would have  
            exposed the script for covert spectacular implementation planed by 
people from inside while writing!)  [Smoking Gun]  
 

Dave Frasca of the FBI‘s Radical Fundamentalist Unit (RFU) denied a request 
from the Minneapolis FBI field office to seek a criminal warrant to search the 
belongings of Zacarias Moussaoui, who was arrested on August 15 as part of an 

intelligence investigation. [US District Court FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION, 3/9/2006]. A criminal warrant to search Moussaoui‘s belongings 
would be granted only after the 9/11 attacks (SEPTEMBER 11, 2001). 

 

 • Why alleged mastermind Zakarias Moussaoui‟s diary had US private 
Mercenary company Blackwater‟s telephone number? 
               [http://www.kolki.com/peace/Zacaria-Moussaui.htm] 
  

   • Why Pakistan‟s ISI Director Lt. Gen. Mahmood Ahmed who allegedly 
transferred 100,000+ to alleged 9/11 mastermind  
            Atta‟s Florida Account was entertained by the higher ups in Bush 
Administration, Pentagon, and Key congressional  
            members including Christopher Cox and Joe Biden, before, on, and 
after 9/11? [Smoking Gun] 
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 • Why on August 31, 2001, Transportation Department Held Plane 
Hijacking Exercise similar to 9/11 including cell phone  
            calls?  

According to Ellen Engleman, the administrator of the DOT‘s Research and 
Special Programs Administration, ―This was actually much more than a 

tabletop exercise, during that exercise, part of the scenario, interestingly 
enough, involved a potentially hijacked plane and someone calling on a cell 
phone, among other aspects of the scenario that were very strange when 12 

days later, as you know, we had the actual event [of 9/11].‖ 
[MINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE, 10/30/2001, PP. 108] 

 [Note. Rehearsals like this as well in Pentagon directly contradicted 
then Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice‟s statement  
           that no one could ever envision planes would be used as missiles?]  
 

 • World Trade Center Demolition? (BBC part of 9/11 implementation 
script?) 

On September 11th 2001, BBC World reported at 4:57pm Eastern Time 
that the Salomon Brothers Building (more commonly  

known as WTC7 or World Trade Building 7) had collapsed. This even 
made the 5pm EST Headlines! But what was bizarre was  

that the building did not actually collapse until 5:20pm EST suggesting 
strongly BBC was also part of the New Pearl Harbour  

implementation script. [Smoking Gun]  
 

WTC complex owner Larry Silverstein rushed immediately calling his 
people over cell phone to pull it down, which he admitted  

on a September 2002 PBS documentary, 'America Rebuilds' that he and 
the NYFD decided to 'pull' WTC 7  

on the day of the attack. The word 'pull' is industry jargon for taking a 
building down with explosives. 

 

Official explanations for the dramatic free fall of Twin Towers and WTC7 
had been very consistent, twin towers fell from the  

heat of the burning fuel causing also the fall of WTC7 in a similar 
fashion. 

 

But 2004 Democratic Presidential 
candidate John Kerry directly 
contradicted the official story about WTC7 
when questioned by members of ‗Austin 
9/11 Truth Now‘:  ―I do know that that wall, 
I remember, was in danger and I think they 
made the decision based on the danger that 
it had in destroying other things, that they 
did it in a controlled fashion."  
 

Pulling down WTC7 is another smoking gun 
because wiring a massive 47 storied building 
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like WTC7 would require weeks of expert preparations suggesting all three 
buildings were wired for controlled demolitions synchronizing with the 
remotely hijacked GPS controlled precisely programmed crash of Flight 11 and 
Flight 175 (Boeing 767).   
 

Rest is detail in the book, part of which can be viewed as: 
www.kolki.com/peace/Simple-Proof-Final.htm  
 

Now we know why President Bush and Vice President Cheney vehemently 
opposed any congressional or public inquiry resulting in the frustrations of Sibel 
Edmonds, former FBI translator, "If they were to do real investigations we 
would see several significant high level criminal prosecutions in this 
country. And that is something that they are not going to let out. And, 
believe me; they will do everything to cover this up." 
[http://www.kolki.com/peace/FBI-Translator-Sibel-Edmonds-Interview.htm] 
 

How Criminal Was FBI‟s Radical Fundamentalists Unit for 

the success of the uninterrupted Military Coup by the 

Loyalists? 
 

How about the cover ups? Well, the plan started from 1999 as a DOD project 
called ‗Able Danger‘ where they were gathering personal information tracking 
suspected Terrorists around the world and allowing them move easily through 
USA and Britain, getting driving license (even duplicate) and opening bank 
accounts without any trouble. Months before 9/11 CIA (which originated from 
MI6 after WW II) briefed then President Bush and the National Security Team 
that Al-Qaeda had been totally infiltrated using American Tax Payer Paid 
‗Echelon Global Surveillance‘ installed in UK. In the summer of 2001, despite all 
serious warnings from CIA, Richard Clarke, and other Intelligences, State 
Department started a VISA express in Saudi Arabia (The Main Al-Qaeda State 
per FBI) where VISAS were issued without seeing the person for verification; 
most of the 9/11 suspects actually travelled through London, England, despite 
being on the MI6 list. They also entered USA without a trouble despite being on 
the CIA list. Thus FBI used those names hurriedly and tried to doctor the 
passenger list unsuccessfully losing credibility.   

 

UK Based ECHELON - USA's High-Tech Electronic Global Surveillance 

Program  has been used for 9/11 False Flag Operation, cover-ups, and 

Propaganda 
 

What Main Stream Media and Politicians never explained to people “Can 
Bin Laden Really Do It?”! If you read this book, you will know even Russians 
or GOD couldn’t do it evading Military at the highest state of alert for 
running Doomsday War Games coordinating with all relevant government 
Agencies and Authorities including NORAD, NSA, CIA, FBI, FAA, CDC, 
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Department of Transportation and Law Enforcement. FBI couldn’t link Bin 
Laden to 9/11. Irrespective of whether Bin Laden ‘Dead or Alive’, Military 
is the prime credible suspect from Day One for the success of the 9/11 
destruction inside USA, as well as the subsequent Anthrax attack on 
Liberal Senators and Media. This warrants nothing short of a full Public 
investigation for the benefit of ‘America and our World’ immediately. 

 

<Related Poems: Day of Consciousness     Democratic Security      
Intelligence      9-11-State-Crime       New Pearl Harbour     

  Guantanamo Bay       Without 9/11>   
 

Real 9/11 perpetrators were so powerful and well coordinated that they 
could jam the most secured and sophisticated telephone lines of then President 
George Bush and Secretary of State Collin Powel throughout 9/11 saga, lock the 
WTC roof top doors and persuade people to stay in the building despite plane 
crash for guaranteed massive casualty, summon President to Exercising Military 
Bases leaving White House decision making at the hands of the Unconstitutional 
Shadow Government (COG) in existence since the Regan administration headed 
by Richard Perle, Dick Cheney, and Donald Rumsfeld - all of whom predicted 

and anticipated a spectacular ―New Pearl Harbour‖ to justify military 

supremacy in peace time!     

9/11 Real Perpetrators were so cold blooded that FAA maintained a line for 
live telecast with the White House Secret Service from the very beginning of 
WTC Plane Crash so that White House Situation Room headed by then Vice 
President Cheney can verify the real-time status of the success of the plan per 
Pentagon Script. Thus President saw the first hit while sitting in 
his electronically sophisticated car. They warned the Israeli Company Odigo (2 
blocks from WTC) at 6:45am but failed to inform the American Citizens - the 
very tax payers who made them so destructively powerful! They even 
grounded Salman Rushdie, Ariel Sharon, San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown from 
flying to New York that morning but spared the Americans (including citizens in 
uniform) as valued victims of Neoconian Dream Event "New Pearl Harbour"!    
 

Real 9/11 perpetrators were so scared of evidences that they disoriented 
the pertinent Airport Traffic Controllers (ATCs) at Boston and Indiana with 
false bomb threats distracting them from tracking the hijacked airliners; 
destroyed air traffic conversation audio tape in Ronkonkoma, New York, 
immediately, after the successful operation; guarded the crime scenes at 
WTC and Pentagon for a very slow recovery to ensure no survival and 
destruction of evidences; sold WTC steel to China and India immediately 
before forensic check for explosives; stole WTC architectural drawings; 
stole WTC security videos from Bank Vault; concealed black boxes 
recovered from WTC; doctored black box audio tapes from Flight 77 and Flight 
93; doctored Airline Passenger lists omitting even real passenger for cover ups; 
reclassified most previously declassified military information under FOIA; 
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first tried to stop Congressional Inquiry or Commission in any form, then 
delayed it with obstruction of justice, ensured limited capability and fund as 
well as headed by the very people related to the success of the ―New Pearl 
Harbour‖!   
 

On September 10, 2001, Day before 9/11, then Defense Secretary Donald 
Rumsfeld admitted about 2.3 Trillion Dollars missing Pentagon Fund; ―the 
White House Staff including then President George Bush went on a regiment 
of the anti-biotic „Cipro‟ to ward off anthrax‖ (which suggests Anthrax attack 
was the backup process if remote hijacking failed because Pier 92 of New York 
City had hundreds of people from FEMA, from the Federal Government, from the 
State, from the State Emergency Management Office, preparing for a drill for 

biochemical attack); President Bush and his team were well aware and 
guarded against surprised military attack: ―Overnight, snipers and surface-
to-air missiles were located on the roof of the Colony (Beach and Tennis 
Resort) and adjacent structures, to protect the president. The Coast Guard 
and the Longboat Key Police Department manned boats that patrolled the 
surf in front of the resort all night. Security trucks with enough men and 
arms to stop a small army parked right on the beach. An Airborne Warning 
and Control System (AWACS) plane circled high overhead in the clear night 
sky.” [SAMMON, 2002, PP. 13 AND 25; SARASOTA HERALD-TRIBUNE, 
9/10/2002] Yet President Bush didn‟t alert the nation about the 
upcoming grave danger from enemy within or Pentagon couldn‟t fire a 
missile and CIA/FBI/FEMA planes and helicopters couldn‟t rescue 
helpless desperate victims from above crash lines of the WTC towers! 
Ironically, CIA airlifted Al-Qaeda militants from Kosovo few weeks before 
teaching world ―What Al-Qaeda Is?‖! 
 

According to then FBI counterterrorism expert John O‟Neill (July 2001), 
―The main obstacles to investigate Islamic terrorism were US oil corporate 
interests and the role played by Saudi Arabia in it. All the answers, 
everything needed to dismantle Osama bin Laden‟s organization, could be 
found in Saudi Arabia.‖ O‟Neill also believed the White House was 
obstructing his investigation of bin Laden because they were still keeping 
the idea of a pipeline deal with the Taliban open [IRISH TIMES, 11/19/2001; BRISARD 

AND DASQUIE, 2002, PP. XXIX; CNN, 1/8/2002; CNN, 1/9/2002].  

 

Thus, if there were physical Hijackers and 15 of them were from 
Saudi Arabia, don’t you think  British and American exercising 
troops would have converted the entire Saudi Arabia into Desert 
using there Bombs and Missiles? That is the sixty four (64) 
million dollar question, why they didn’t? 
 

The only Conspiracy Theory is the Government‟s Faith Based 
Baptism blaming Bin Laden from the beginning without Open 
Public Investigation respecting truth and justice. 
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“In the big lie there is always a certain force of credibility; because the 
broad masses of a nation are always more easily corrupted …they more 
readily fall victims to the big lie than the small lie… It would never come 
into their heads to fabricate colossal untruths, and they would not believe 
that others could have the impudence to distort the truth so infamously.” --
- Adolf Hitler 
 

―I am 100% convinced that the attacks of September 11, 2001 were 
planned, organized, and committed by treasonous perpetrators that have 
infiltrated the highest levels of our government .... 
Those of us in the military took an oath to support and defend the 
Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic. 
Just because we have retired does not make that oath invalid, so it is not 
just our responsibility, it is our duty to expose the real perpetrators of 9/11 
and bring them to justice, no matter how hard it is, how long it takes, or 

how much we have to suffer to do it.‖ Lt. Colonel Guy S. Razer, U.S. Air 

Force fighter pilot, former instructor at the USAF Fighter Weapons School and 
NATO‘s Tactical Leadership Program 
 
―9/11 was an inside job. This isn't about party, it isn't about Bush Bashing. 
It's about our country, our constitution, and our future. ...Your countrymen 
have been murdered and the more you delve into it the more it looks as 
though they were murdered by our government, who used it as an excuse 

to murder other people thousands of miles away.‖ Lt. Colonel Shelton F. 
Lankford 
 

Trivial 9/11 Anomalies Emphasizing Bin Laden Couldn't Do It!  

AMERICAN ORANGE REVOLUTION 
 

++ Cecil Rhodes who advocated in 1877 the British Empire re-
annexing the United States of America and reforming itself into an 
"Imperial Federation" to bring about a hyperpower …. 
―To and for the establishment, promotion and development of a Secret Society, the 
true aim and object whereof shall be for the extension of British rule throughout the 
world, the perfecting of a system of emigration from the United Kingdom, and of 
colonisation by British subjects of all lands where the means of livelihood are 
attainable by energy, labour and enterprise, and especially the occupation by British 
settlers of the entire Continent of Africa, the Holy Land, the Valley of the 
Euphrates, the Islands of Cyprus and Candia, the whole of South America, the 
Islands of the Pacific not heretofore possessed by Great Britain, the whole of the 
Malay Archipelago, the seaboard of China and Japan, the ultimate recovery of the 
United States of America as an integral part of the British Empire, the inauguration 
of a system of Colonial representation in the Imperial Parliament which may tend to 

weld together the disjointed members of the Empire …..‖  Rhodes included 
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American students as eligible for the Rhodes scholarships. He said 
that he wanted to breed American elite of philosopher-kings who 
would have the United States rejoin the British Empire. 
Link to Full Article: http://www.kolki.com/peace/Cecil-Rhodes-Annexing-
Methodology.htm  

 

Cold blooded murderers? 
(The US taxpayer‟s groomed domestic treasoners with Neoconian ideology 
wanted maximum casualty from the well planned spectacular New Pearl 

Harbour) 

 

The 9/11 Commission concluded that in spite of an unprecedented 
attack threat in the months before 9/11, US ―domestic agencies 
never mobilized in response to the threat. They did not have 
direction, and did not have a plan to institute. The borders were 
not hardened. Transportation systems were not fortified. Electronic 
surveillance was not targeted against a domestic threat. State and 
local law enforcement were not marshalled to augment the FBI‘s 
efforts. The public was not warned.‖ [9/11 Commission, 7/24/2004, 
pp. 265]  
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Sayings of Kolki        Truth       GLOBAL ISSUES 
 

Did you know, US Forces 'black' budget = 2nd biggest 
military on Earth (UK), Secret space programme bigger than 
NASA 
 

"In the councils of government, we must guard against the 
acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, 
by the military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous 

rise of misplaced power exists and will persist." 
Dwight D. Eisenhower,  

Farewell Address to the Nation, January 17, 1961 
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AMERICAN ORANGE REVOLUTION 
 

How and why 9/11 type well planned precisely implemented 
military coup (false flag operation) was possible inside USA in 
broad day light hijacking Boeing Jets remotely (NASA Tested 
drones flying) using FAA implemented WAAS and LAAS 
technology to hit (D)GPS programmed Sovereign American 
targets ? 
 

Journalist Joseph Kraft, a former member of both the Council On 
Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission, said the Council 
"comes close to being an organ of what C. Wright Mills 
has called the Power Elite – a group of men, similar in 
interest and outlook, shaping events from invulnerable 
positions behind the scenes." [WikiCFR] 
 

Rear Admiral Chester Ward, a former member of the CFR for 16 
years, who warned the American people of the organization‟s 
intentions:  

"The most powerful clique in these elitist groups have 
one objective in common — they want to bring about the 
surrender of the sovereignty of the national 
independence of the United States. A second clique of 
international members in the CFR comprises the Wall 
Street international bankers and their key agents. 
Primarily, they want the world banking monopoly from 
whatever power ends up in the control of global 
government."  
 

"The liberty of a democracy is not safe if the people tolerate the 
growth of private power to a point where it becomes stronger than 
their democratic State itself. That, in its essence, is Fascism - 
ownership of government by an individual, by a group or by any 
controlling private power." – Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 32nd 

President of USA 
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Other Books of the Author: 
Poems by Kolki – Absolutely Humane, a 
recipe for better world 
 
Sayings of Kolki – Documented Self 
Realization 
 

It’s a fight for Truth & justice against 
Lies & injustice which is the law of 
causation! This is a decisive moment in 
history and all humans must strive to 
fight for truth with their Heavenly 

power inside so that they can live heavenly life on Earth with 
peaceful possessions and truthful vocations! God (Universal Loving 
Expression) bless our beloved world and all sentient being. Kolki 
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